Anisotropic properties of sheet materials can be determined by measuring the propagation of Lamb waves in different directions. Electromagnetic acoustic transduction and laser ultrasonic methods provide noncontacting approaches that are often desired for application to industrial and processing environments. This paper describes a laser imaging approach utilizing the adaptive property of photorefractive materials to produce a real-time measurement of the antisymmetric Lamb wave mode in all directions simultaneously. Continuous excitation is employed enabling the data to be recorded and displayed by a CCD camera. Analysis of the image produces a direct quantitative determination of the phase velocity in all directions showing plate anisotropy in the plane.
INTRODUCTION
Anisotropic properties of sheet materials can be determined by measuring the propagation of Lamb waves in different directions. Electromagnetic acoustic transduction and laser ultrasonic methods provide noncontacting approaches that are often desired for application to industrial and processing environments. This paper describes a laser imaging approach utilizing the adaptive property of photorefractive materials to produce a real-time measurement of the antisymmetric Lamb wave mode in all directions simultaneously. Continuous excitation is employed enabling the data to be recorded and displayed by a CCD camera. Analysis of the image produces a direct quantitative determination of the phase velocity in all directions showing plate anisotropy in the plane.
Many optical techniques for measuring ultrasonic motion at surfaces have been developed for use in applications such as vibration measurement and laser ultrasonics. Most of these methods have similar sensitivities and are based on time domain processing using homodyne, Fabry-Perot [1] , and, more recently, photorefractive interferometry [2] . Generally, the methods described above do not allow measurement at more than one surface point simultaneously, requiring multiple beam movements and scanning in order to produce images of surface ultrasonic motion over a large area. Electronic speckle interferometry, including shearography, does provide images directly of vibrations over large surface areas. This method has proven very durable in the field for large displacement amplitudes of several wavelengths. In addition, a sensitivity of /3000 has been demonstrated under laboratory conditions [3] . Full-field imaging of traveling ultrasonic waves using digital shearography has been recently reported with sensitivity in the nanometer range [4] . With this method, optical interference occurs at the photodetector surface of the camera that records the speckle image from the surface. Multiple image frames are typically recorded and processed in a computer to produce an output proportional to surface displacement. This paper discusses a powerful alternative method that utilizes the photorefractive effect in optically nonlinear materials to perform adaptive interferometry [5, 6] . Optical interference occurs within the photorefractive material with this technique and the output is configured to be an optical beam whose intensity is directly proportional to the surface vibration amplitude for small ultrasonic displacements. Utilizing this approach, no post-processing is required to produce images of the surface vibration amplitude over large areas. The fundamental approach and application to standing wave imaging of resonant motion in plates have been previously described [7] [8] [9] . This paper describes the extension of this technique to non-stationary waveforms through imaging of traveling Lamb waves in plates.
BACKGROUND
Photorefractivity employs optical excitation and transport of charge carriers that are produced from the interference pattern developed inside specific materials. A spatial and temporal charge distribution results that reflects the phase information impressed onto the optical signal beam by the vibrating surface. Several optical frequency domain measurement methods of vibration have been proposed using photorefractive two and fourwave mixing in select materials [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Some of these provide a time averaged response that is a nonlinear function of the specimen vibration displacement amplitude. The method reported here measures the photorefractive grating produced at a fixed beat frequency between the phase modulated signal and reference beams. It can be used in a manner that directly measures vibration amplitude and phase with a response proportional to the Bessel function of order one, providing a direct output linear for small amplitudes. The method accommodates rough surfaces, exhibits a flat frequency response above the photorefractive response cutoff frequency and can be used for detecting both standing and traveling waves.
MEASUREMENTS OF TRAVELING WAVES
The experimental setup for traveling wave point detection is shown in figure 1 . A diode pumped solid state laser source at 532 nm, 5 W, was split into two legs for signal and reference beams. The signal beam was reflected off a specimen plate driven continuously at its center by a piezoelectric transducer. Flexural waves (lowest order antisymmetric Lamb modes) traveled radially outward from the center and were attenuated at the plate edges through contact with an absorbing material preventing standing wave behavior. The traveling wave displacement at the plate surface modulated the phase ( sig ) of the signal beam as shown in figure 1. The reference beam was phase modulated by an electro-optic modulator at a fixed modulation depth ( ref ). The modulated beams were then combined and interfered inside a bismuth silicon oxide (BSO) photorefractive crystal as shown. The photorefractive crystal was 10 mm by 10 mm by 2.25 mm and cut along the <001> and <011> directions. A high extinction ratio polarizer selected one component of the signal beam from the specimen. At the output of the crystal, the diffracted wavefront was selected through another high extinction ratio polarizer. A narrow beam diameter of about 2 mm was used for making point measurements, while the beam was expanded to cover roughly a 50 mm diameter on the plate for imaging. Subsequently, a photodetector, coupled with conventional electrical lock-in methods, recorded the point measurement displacement amplitude and phase or an image was captured with a CCD camera at 30 Hz frame rates.
Point Measurements
Single point measurements were performed by scanning a narrow signal beam across the plate surface along a radius. The lock-in demodulated signal provided both the amplitude and phase at each measurement point. Even though the wave was not stationary, the amplitude and phase results can be recorded to show the wave motion as a time frozen picture of the spatial waveform in figure 2. The lowest antisymmetric Lamb wave mode, with wavevector a K , was excited at the origin of an isotropic nickel plate, thickness 
with the antisymmetric mode wavevector and wavelength given by s a C a a a K , 2 .
The antisymmetric mode phase velocity, a C , is well known from the elastic theory for plate waves and allows the wavelength to be predicted based on given material elastic constants.
The optical phase of the signal beam reflected from the measurement point on the plate surface is modulated by the traveling wave according to
where is the angle between the surface normal and the signal beam. The optical reference beam is phase modulated by the electro-optic modulator as ) sin( 0 r t r r ref .
Interference inside the crystal produced a spatially and temporally modulated intensity pattern that was processed by the photorefractive effect to produce an output beam with intensity proportional to
where the frequency difference s r , the phase difference s r , J n is the Bessel function of the first kind and ) tan ( . In the above configuration, the photorefractive crystal acts as a mixing and low pass filtering element demodulating the traveling wavefront into a time varying index modulation and an output beam with intensity that contains both the amplitude and phase information of the wavefront. The space charge field responds only to slowly varying phase modulations occurring within the material response time constant allowing only the terms around the difference frequency, r s, .
The flexural mode wavelength a can be determined from the signal phase allowing determination of the plane wave dispersion for this mode. Figure 3 shows the good agreement achieved between the measured and predicted wavelengths over a large frequency range using known elastic constants for the nickel plate.
Imaging Measurements
Since the detection mechanism is holographic, the optical interference and the photorefractive effect allow the point method described above to be extended to image the ultrasonic motion over a large surface area of the plate. The distributed character of the photorefractive holographic process creates a grating distribution that corresponds to the phase modulation at all points on the specimen surface simultaneously. The output beam intensity can then be measured by an array of detectors, or even a highly pixelated device, such as a CCD camera. This capability for imaging is a significant feature of the photorefractive lock-in measurement technique that offers advantages for implementation in a field environment. Figure 4 shows images of the traveling wave modes of the nickel plate obtained with the two-wave mixing method. The flexural mode wavefronts traveling outward from the center are clearly defined, and the relative phase of the displacements is readily distinguishable. The figure shows image data frames at two different frequencies that have the background subtracted. For qualitative inspection of two dimensional waveforms from the CCD output, the eye integrates over multiple video frames. This makes it possible to easily detect subtle patterns that might not be as easily extracted by digital image processing methods. Also the entire pattern can be made to change its phase continuously at the frequency, , perhaps about 2 Hz, so that the appearance is that of waves emanating from the center and traveling outward. This is physically equivalent to the actual traveling wave motion except that viewing of the wave has been slowed to a much smaller observation frequency that is held constant and independent of the actual wave frequency. The photorefractive process yields a true picture of the actual wave vertical displacement motion and does not require any additional processing to generate the images of figure 4 .
A sequence of many successive frames is shown in figure 5 . The frame rate is 30 Hz and the offset frequency is about 2 Hz resulting in a continuous change in the relative phases between each image. The result is a time-lapse image that shows the viewer a wave emanating from the center and traveling outward and finally attenuated outside the field of view. This quasi-real-time imaging tells the viewer the wavefront shape from which the wavelength and the locations of flaws along the wave path can be determined.
If the specimen is elastically anisotropic, then the wave speed varies with the propagation direction. Figure 6 shows this type of behavior for traveling waves in a sheet of carbon fiber composite. The carbon fiber sheet was approximately 0.178 mm thick with the fibers aligned in parallel along the vertical direction. The matrix is an isotropic resin material. The highly oblong wavefront pattern seen in figure 6 shows the anisotropy clearly and immediately. The right frame of figure 6 shows the wavelengths measured for this composite sheet in the directions along (x's) and perpendicular (o's) to the fibers as a function of frequency. Clearly, a great deal of information about the anisotropic elastic properties of the sheet can be obtained directly from this image measurement technique.
CONCLUSIONS
A photorefractive optical lock-in traveling wave measurement method has been described. Two-wave mixing was employed for reading out the signal producing an output intensity directly proportional to the amplitude of the vibration being measured at a preset mechanical phase. Point measurements scanned along a propagation radius produce a spatial snapshot of the amplitude and phase of the traveling waveform. Direct twodimensional surface images of the traveling wave were obtained by expanding the collection optics and imaging the output beam from the photorefractive material. These images show the ultrasonic wavelength and wavefront shape and provide a quantitative method for obtaining the thickness, elastic properties and anisotropy of sheet materials, as illustrated for an anisotropic composite carbon sheet. The method is capable of flat frequency response over a wide range above the cutoff of the photorefractive effect and is applicable to rough surfaces. 
